CR With a PlayerlDH?
ln each question, decide which
answer is correct for NFHS. NCAA
or pro rules. Solutions: p.8'1.
1. With a runner on third, 82's
line drive down the third-base line
touches R3 while the ball is over

foul territory.
a. No interference, foul ball.
b. This can be interJerence if the
third baseman had a chance to
catch the ball.
c. lntederence unless R3 was
touching third when the ball hit him.
2. With a runner on second,

F1

throws a wild pitch to 81 for "ball
four." The pitch deflects off F2
and rolls toward the dugout. While
chasing the ball, F2 inadvertently
kicks the ball into the dugout.
a. 81 is awarded first and R2 is
awarded third.
b. 81 is awarded first and R2 is
awarded home.
c. 81 is awarded second and R2
is awarded third.
d. 81 rs awarded second and R2
is awarded home.
e, The base award depends on
whether or not the ball would have
gone into the dugout without F2's
kick.

3. NCAA and pro only. With a
runner on first and one out, Fl
balks as he attempts to pick off
misses the throw and the
ball rolls along the fence in live-ball
territory. R1 is able to score on the
play, but misses second. The ball
is returned to the infield and F6
immediately makes an appeal at
second.
a. The balk is enforced and R1 is
returned to second.
b. The balk is enforced and R'l
R1 . F3

is out-

c. The balk is ignored and R1 is
returned to second.
d. The balk is ignored and Rl
is out"

4. The home team. which is using
the first-base dugout. is batting.
81 hits a high fly ball that comes
down near the third-base dugout.
F5 goes over and it appears he will
easily catch the ball. However, he
trips over two fielding gloves that
were illegally left by the visiting
team in live-ball territory, and F5
fails to catch the ball.
a. The play stands - foul ball.
b. lt is considered "no pitch" and
is replayed.
c. B'1 is out.
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a substitute in the defensir,e role may

Ey Brent Killackey

fhe
I NFUS play in 2020, gives high

player/DH option, added for

school codches another option for

player participation.
The player/DH might prove a
useful option fo1 a pitcher who hits the
pitch-count lirnit and a coach wants to
keep him in the game as a hitter.
But what happens when a pTaYer/
DH, who is currently in the game as
both the pitcher and the DH, gets on
have a
base
- can the player/DH
courtesy runner (if this speed-up rule
is adopted in the state) as shou'n in the
PIayPic?

The MHS says tJ:re answer is no.
Etliot Hopkins, NFHS baseball
rules editor, explained that the player/
DH occupies two roles. When he's
in the field, he's playing a defensive
position. \Atrhen he's at bat or on the
bases, he occupies an offensive position
as the DH. So when he's acting
offensively, he's in the DH role and
thus not eligible for a courtesy runner.
So whether the player/DH is a
catcher or a pitchq in the defensive
role, he may not have a courtesy
runner when he's in the DH role.

With

a player

/DH,

a team starts

with nine players, one of whom starts
in both a defensive role and the DH
role. There may be substitutions ir the
defensive role without terminating
the DH role.

Aplayer/DHwho had

return to that defensive role once
(that courts as a starter's re-entry)
and continue as the plairer/DH;
a subsequent substitute shifts the
plaver/DH into the DH role onl,v.
Any substitution into the offensive
role terminates the DH role for the
remalnder of the game. If the pla,ver/
DH had not used his re-entrv he could
still return to that spot in the batting
order, but as a regular substitute and
not as the plaver/DH.
Teams may also still opt to use a
"traditional" DH, where they have 10
starters, one occupying the DH spot,
batting for a plaver in a defensive
spot. Both the DH spot and the spot
occupied by the plaver for whom the
DH is batting may have substitutes.
With a "traditional" DH, the DH is
terminated when the defensive player
for whom the DH is batting (or any
substitutes) pinch-hits or pilch-runs,
or when the DH or any previous DH
assLlmes a defensive position.
The "traditional" DH is not
permitted to have a colutesv runner
since he never occupied a defensive
roie, although he is eligible for a pinchhitter or pinch-runner as a straight
substitute. Unlike the plaver/DH,
an offensive substitution does not
automaticaily end the "traditional"

DH.

